OXFORD SUMMIT OF LEADERS 2018
Lifelong Learning and one step ahead Business.
The necessity to move with the times
The Annual Summing up Meeting of the Academic Union and the
Global Club of Leaders Members, Honourable Professors, Rectors of
regional Universities and Educational management professionals.

18-19 December 2018,
Oxford Town Hall, UK

Oxford Town Hall is awaiting the grand-scale networking event and
magnificent Socrates Award Ceremony that marks the beginning of the
Christmas and New Year holidays!

For the first time we are going to launch the WEBCASTING as well
as a LIVE BROADCAST of the Summit’s sessions and Socrates Award
Ceremony to make the event even more open and borderless!

To visit Oxford during the pre-Christmas time is a great occasion to
discuss topics of interest regarding modern educational systems,
innovations in the science sphere and strategic visions of modern
business growth.

In the Summit’s context we also welcome the holding of the ‘Oxford
Debate’, really special discussion platform for experts, ‘heavyweights’
and regional leaders of the educational services market. ‘How do you
see the University of Future?’ – we would like to get your opinion on it.

We will provide the speakers, academics and business executives
with two side-discussion panels for fruitful dialogue on the subject
of the educational sphere’s improvement and methods of profitable
entrepreneurship.

In addition, Summit’s participants will have an opportunity to enjoy an
exclusive art project ‘Oxford through the eyes of modern artists’, where
all paintings will show the Oxford’s flavor in the most non-traditional
ways.
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FOR PROFESSORS’ AND RECTORS’ ATTENTION!
Summit of Leaders Organizing Committee’s unique innovation – the
express exhibition ‘RECTOR’S GOWN’ will be held in the Oxford
Town Hall’s rooms during the sessions. Robes, hoods and caps as well
as symbols, chains and other academic attributes will be presented by
well-known British tailor shops.
And also, Oxford Summit of Leaders - 2018 invites you to take part
in the exhibition ‘Science and Education’ and present your institution’s
advertising materials, academic writings, and students’ works.
The ‘GRAND RECTOR’S PARADE’ will conclude this daytime
exhibition and become a significant part of the Night Gala Ceremony.
Academic Union Members, Honourable Professors, and Rectors are
invited to the Gala Dinner in their Academic dresses to present the
uniqueness and diversity of our attendees

Don’t miss this memorable event that can enrich your experience!

PROGRAMME
Summit of Leaders – 2018

18 December

‘Lifelong Learning and one step ahead Business. The necessity to move with the times’
09:00 – 10:00

Old Library

10:00 – 11:00

Main Hall

Registration
Morning coffee/tea and networking
Summit Opening and Keynote Addresses by
Prof. John Netting, Director General, Europe Business Assembly, Oxford, UK
Christina Briggs, Global Club of Leaders President, CEO of New World Insight Ltd, UK, USA
Welcome speeches by Summit’s Official Partners

11:00 – 11:30

Networking Break

11:30 – 13:00

Upgrading of Worldwide Education.
Future Outlook

Old Library

Main Hall

Academic
Session

Launching of the express exhibition ‘Science and Education’, showroom ‘Rector’s Gown’ and art project ‘Oxford through
the eyes of modern artists’

Moderator: Prof. John Netting, Director General,
Europe Business Assembly, UK
During the session let’s try to gain a better understanding
of the main targets of higher education in different
countries and discover the real modern opportunities
which can be offered for students’ needs.
Keynote Speech

Plenary Panel
Stream 1 p.1

The rapid transformation of the educational landscape
forces to find informal ways of pedagogical art. How
to achieve the performance improvement? Mentoring
instead of Teaching and all ultramodern trends such as
digital learning, e-learning, m-learning, etc.
‘Oxford Debate’
‘How do you see the University of Future?’
We propose a really special discussion platform for experts,
‘heavyweights’ and regional leaders of the educational
services market.

11:30 – 13:00

Assembly Room

Business
Session
Plenary Panel
Stream 2 p.1
Round Table for
the Incumbent EBA
Business Ambassadors

13:00 – 14:00

Old Library

Proactive leader which can learn,
earn and inspire communities
There is a need for discussing how today’s industry leaders
can stay ahead of the competition by adopting evidencebased and proven strategies.
Moderator and Keynote speaker: Christina Briggs, Global
Club of Leaders President, CEO of ‘New World Insight Ltd,
UK, USA

Lunch and networking

Declared topics:
• The main person in University: student or
professor? How to change the structure of university
competently enough to direct its work towards
students’ development.
• Does the training of students in real practical skills
help them to find work faster? Is it necessary to
change radically the educational programme?
• The right way to look on the Campus of future.
• Individual education and individual evaluation
system. Is this just a current trend or really upcoming
importance?
• Does the HE University have a future without
an effective strategy of online learning, blended
learning, m- and e-learning implementation?
• Continuing Learning & Lifelong learning. Expert’s
opinion: your point of view on the university’s role in
the lifelong learning concept.
• Universities must cooperate, not to compete with
each other. Are you ready for initiative contacts,
comprehensive partnership and joint projects with the
other higher education institutions around the world?
Presentation of certificates and grateful diplomas to
debate’s speakers.

EBA Project ‘EBA Business Ambassador as the Reliable
Partner in the Region’ for Investment Promotion,
Innovative Development, Competitiveness and
Business Geography Broadening.
Keynote Presentations of the EBA Business
Ambassadors’ achievements which are aimed at
the development of key business programmes and
initiatives in the given regions.
Summarizing of work and proposals for further
co-operation.

14:00 – 17:00

Main Hall

‘Lifelong learning. The pursuit of knowledge
for competitiveness and employability’
Moderator: Dr. Rui Verde, Ph.D. Law, Director of Executive
Programmes, Head of Law and Economics Department,
and leading expert at AU, Oxford, UK

Academic
Session

Keynote Conversation: ‘Brand as an incredibly important
competitive advantage. How to add the value to your
University’
To make an impact with prospective students, higher
education institutions need to produce remarkable and
attention grabbing content that is worth sticking around for.
During the session, we intend to discuss the rules and tools
for HE University branding and merchandising at the both:
national and global levels.
• Breakout Topic 1 - High Education and Research
How to measure quality and achieve good positions in
world rankings of universities?

Breakout Panel
Stream 1 p.2

• Breakout Topic 2 - Education and Business alliance
Nowadays more and more universities are ready for
initiative contacts, comprehensive partnership and joint
projects with the other higher education institutions around
the world. Of course, universities must cooperate, not
compete.
But what do you think about strategic partnerships with
the business environment? We intend to speak about the
balance of mutual benefits.
• Breakout Topic 3 - Urgent conversation:
‘We can STOP the corruption’. Is it a myth or reality?

Presentation Innovative approaches to educational and
Panel research standards
Stream 1 p.3

Presentations of the scientific researches and innovative
projects, achievements, educational programmes and
proposals for international cooperation of leading regional
educational and scientific institutions.

The annual Summing up of the Academic Union 2018
meeting activities and presenting the outcome of such
of the Academic projects as:
Union, Oxford
–– Intensive training programmes:

• Executive Development Programme
• Healthcare Management Programme
• City Management Platform
• Educational Management Academy
–– ‘Speakers & Experts Bureau’

Corruption remains one of the acutest problems despite the
country’s level of development. Whether the corruption has
a nationality? Is it area-based?
We are ready to debate on the provocative subject of
corruption in HE institutions.
• Breakout Topic 4 – Creation of branches of world
universities.
How to create affiliates of universities in other parts of the
world that provide sustainable growth for institutions. What
is the secret of a dynamic approach to nurturing a global
network of students and academic staff?
• Breakout Topic 5 – Urgent conversation:
The right to inclusive education.
This is an inalienable right for everyone under European
norms for a while. But what we can say about still only
developing countries. So, let’s try to figure out what inclusive
education is and when it will be really available for students
with special needs.
• Breakout Topic 6 - Future Campus Improvements
to Educational Spaces.
In what way we need to reconfigure current campuses for
better-utilizing spaces and enhancing student learning.
• Breakout Topic 7 - New IT and online paradigm
at Educational institutions.
Studying new IT plans to manage universities and online
courses (MOOC and others) to attract learners.
• Breakout Topic 8 – Alumni relations & Fundraising.
Focus on the best strategies and sustainable techniques.
Best Presenter choosing!

Innovative Workshop Show & Tell
What’s new on the innovation marketplace for the
educational institutions? Summit offers an open platform
for both the well-known innovators and designers and
promising startuppers.

–– Academic Working Sessions on the topic of modern
challenges and solutions in the field of education and
research
–– Visiting missions to the Universities of AU members
–– ‘The Scientist of the Year’ - open contest of the
Academic and Research excellence
–– ‘The Name in Science’ - title according to the world
register of outstanding scientists
–– ‘Best Regional University’ - award according to the
world register of higher institutions
–– Design Studio project and services

–– ‘Guest Professor/ Guest Lecturer/ Guest Expert‘ project
as well as ‘Honorary Professor of the Academic Union,
Oxford (AU)’ / ‘Honorary Doctor of the Academic Union,
Oxford’ project

Speeches of the Academic Union members with the
proposals for the organization of the AU, Oxford work in
2019. Approval of a plan of work.

–– Nominal chair based in Oxford, UK

The signing of the memorandum of cooperation with the
AU members.

–– AU Publishing in Oxford monographs, scientific articles, etc.
–– ‘The Academic Lounge’ project

Admission of the new Academic Union members.

14:00 – 17:00

Assembly Room

Business
Session

One step ahead Business.
The necessity to move with the times

• How can Digital Innovation help small and
medium-sized enterprises access finance in quickly
development countries?

Moderator: Christina Briggs, Global Club of Leaders
President, CEO of New World Insight Ltd

• Business Agility. Sharing the powerful business
strategies that will increase your market flexibility.

Keynote Conversation: ‘How to meet tomorrow’s
competitive challenges and find new solutions for
business problems?’
Using the examples of the best Regional Companies’
experiences we are going to hear their presentations on
various subjects, including:
• Leader for innovation enterprise. Main points that
push the company’s leaders to reinvent themselves,
so they can evolve ahead of the changing times.

Presentation Favourable businesses in investment attractive
Panel territories
Stream 2 p.3

• Business continuity and Crisis avoidance. There is no
way to avoid the crisis totally. But there must be an
access to best practices for minimizing organizational
impact and developing a truly resilient organization.
Let’s find them.
• Right Customers for your business. Each enterprise
is created by chasing financial success. Who are they
– wrong customers? And do you agree that through
business funnels and customer-first thinking, the
company is able to find the ‘right’ ones?
Admission of the new Global Club of Leaders members.
Session Summing up.

Presentations from the Best Regional Companies. Sharing
the experience and personal achievements.

Socrates Award Ceremony - 2018

18 December
19:00 – 20:00

Assembly room

20:00 – 22:00

Welcome cocktail and photo session
(guest photographer – Mr. Martin Phelps)

The Grand
New Year
Reception

‘Grand Rector’s parade’ and Socrates Committee international awards presentation to professors, scientists
and CEOs of innovative regional companies.
Masters of the ceremony:
Peter Thompson, President, UK National Association of Toastmasters
Alan Myatt, member of the Ancient and Honourable Guild of Town Criers, who set two Guinness World Records
as a loudest crier and for vocal endurance.

22:00 – 23:00

Gala Dinner

Main Hall

Main Hall

Banquet traditionally accompanied by the world famous Father Willis organ and guest musicians.

SPECIAL MEETING (by invitations only)

19 December

Oxford Conference Room, 1 Woodin’s Way, Oxford, UK
10:00 – 11:00

PART 1
Oxford
Conference
Room opening

Agenda’s Key Points:
►► Welcome coffee/tea
►► Opening Ceremony
We are glad to inform you that the Oxford Conference Room
for the first time opens its doors for partners and members of
the Academic Union and presents the highest level of technical
equipment, service facilities, and exclusive projects.
►► Presentation of the Admin services:
• Legal address
• Secretarial services
• Hot desk
• Conference room facilities
• Simultaneous translation

►► Presentation of the Consulting services:
• Market analysis
• Accounting
• Legal and notary assistance
• Partner search
• Trade mark and patent registration in the UK and EU
• Recruitment
• Accommodation booking
►► Presentation of the Smart Education Platform (which
is intended for dissemination of the visual and digital
information on the topic of modern society development
and unites more than 120 users from 64 countries).
►► Constant exposition of the Design Studio and AU
Publishing projects and services.

PART 2
Honorary Professor
Nominal Chair
11:30 – 13:30

PART 3
Author’s
Master Class
14:00 – 16:00

Author’s
Master Class

Launching of the Honorary Professor Nominal Chair covered by a live broadcast to the University’s auditorium.

Master Class

Key points:

Educational Administration and Management
Dr. Rui Verde,
Author, Professor of Law, Human
Rights Adviser, Head of Law &
Economics Department, Academic
Union Oxford, Ph.D. Law,
University of Newcastle, UK

Author’s Master Class

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eduction Policies
Management of Educational Organizations
Pedagogical Organization and Diversity
Human Resources Management in Education
Budgeting revenues and expenses
Planning financially
Control and Auditing
Raise funding tasks

Key points:

‘Case Study of Alumni, Fundraising &
Management Structure at British Universities’
Dr. Nina Kruglikova,
Visiting Research Associate at the
University of Oxford, Ph.D., expert
in technology studies, crosscultural communications and in
Public Relations

• The management structure of British Universities: major
positions and responsibilities
• Collegiate system, including relations between colleges
and the central universities
• Alumni relations: strategy, communications channels,
and events
• Fundraising: aims, priorities, and campaigns

Intensive Workshop for Business Executives

19 December

Oxford Lounge, 2 Woodin’s Way, Oxford, UK

Invited Experts
Prof. John W.A. Netting,
internationally acclaimed expert
with a high level of professional
experience, having worked closely
with Rolls Royce, IBM, and ICL. Joint
Managing Partner, International
Strategic Management, Director
General of the EBA, Oxford, UK.

Christina Briggs,
Global Club of Leaders President,
Founder of a prestigious group of
senior executives called Business
Alliance under the auspices
of Thames Valley Chamber of
Commerce. CEO ‘NewWorld Insight’,
UK, USA.

10:00 – 12:00

‘Self-Branding of a Modern Corporate Leader’
by Prof. John W.A. Netting

‘Advanced, modern-day leadership tactics’
by Christina Briggs

12:30 – 14:30

‘Team Interaction Strategies’
by Prof. John W.A. Netting

‘How to Transit from Toxic to Trusted Teams
Using Emotional Intelligence’
by Christina Briggs

15:00 – 17:00

‘Personal Branding. What a personal brand is’
by Prof. John W.A. Netting

‘Emotional Intelligence in Leadership’
by Christina Briggs

Don’t miss this memorable event that can enrich your experience!

